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From initial strategic advice, technical due diligence,

and concept development; all the way through to tender

or construction documentation and on-site support; we

offer innovative, but proven design solutions backed by

the technical excellence and experience the Loop

Engineering team are known for. Our teams are experts

in Sustainability, Low Carbon design, Mechanical,

Electrical, and Public Health services design.

Loop Engineering support our clients in their journey

and create buildings that meet their aspirations and

technical requirements.

For our services to be valued, we work with our clients

and the design team to find the critical balance between

commercial considerations, usability, sustainability, and

user comfort.

Loop Engineering was founded in 2011 and has offices

in both London and Warsaw, Poland.

Our business processes have been externally audited and measured against

best practice. We have been awarded internationally recognised quality

management standards since 2016 and added Health & Safety and BIM

Certification.

We utilise state-of-the-art design software and Revit & BIM for our projects.

There are clear benefits for our clients in applying BIM process in to the design

such as precise multi-disciplinary coordination, continuous transparency

through the design as well as early clash detection that mainly benefits the

contractors and eventually the client and facility managers.





Loop Engineering were appointed to

undertake the MEP design for the

complete refurbishment and fit-out of 3

floors of commercial office space for

banking client. This covered Cat A and Cat

B works. The project was LEED Gold

certified and works included upgrading the

air handling plant; installation of a new

chiller and pumps; new LTHW system;

resilient cooling to the Comms Room;

Electrical infrastructure upgrades; new

UPS system and new LED lighting.

Loop Engineering were appointed to

undertake the overall MEP design

monitoring and performance design on

behalf of an international banking client.

The new 11 storey (incl 3 basement levels)

flagship building is located in the Centre of

Birmingham. The building will benefit from

the latest high efficiency technologies and

aims to achieve LEED Gold status. All

major equipment shall be provided with

N+1 resilience which includes chilled,

LTHW and ventilation systems, N+N

arrangement for the UPS and on site

generators.

Loop Engineering have completed the

MEP design for the refurbishment of 4

story commercial office including

installation of new electrical infrastructure,

new ventilation, cooling and heating

systems in Clerkenwell, London (600m2).

Loop produced detailed designs for the ME

& PH systems.

Loop Engineering were involved from

inception to provide Shell & Core and Cat

A & Cat B fit-out design on this prestigious

project in Krakow for a large international

banking client as it acts as their global

service centre in Europe. Loop developed

the detailed scope for the Cat A

infrastructure works which entailed

resilience upgrades to the basebuild

offering including chilled water

infrastructure; UPS; generator; water

storage. The Building achieved LEED Gold

Status.

Loop Engineering was appointed to deliver

a detailed MEP design package for the

refurbishment of 6 floors in the iconic 1

Canada Square Tower in Canary Wharf,

London, for a prestigious Banking client.

Works were undertaken on a phased basis

to allow the client to remain in occupation.

Works entailed new small power, lighting

upgrades, CHW and Ventilation upgrades



Loop Engineering were appointed by an

international banking client to provide

client support and produced Employers

requirements for the Cat B fit-out of two

office floors totalling nearly 3,000m2 in the

prestigious Rondo 1 building in central

Warsaw.

Works included adapting existing AC and

ventilation, new small power, new Comms

Room services including UPS, lighting

modifications and fire alarm modifications.

Loop Engineering have completed the Cat

B design and Contractors Proposals for the

fit-out of a call centre in Arlington for an

international banking client.

Works included: design and modifications

to the Cat A design and infrastructure,

providing services to the CER room,

provide new cellular meeting and office

spaces, provide services to support

spaces cooling support.

Loop Engineering were appointed to

undertake the complete refurbishment and

fit-out of two floors totalling over 3,200m2.

Works included overseeing the Landlords

remedial and upgrade works, replacement

of fan coil units, lighting upgrades, small

power modifications and fire alarm

upgrades. We provided performance

design duties for the Cat B, fit-out works

for the office floors.

Loop Engineering were appointed to

undertake the complete refurbishment and

fit-out of two floors totalling over 3,200m2.

Works included overseeing the Landlords

remedial and upgrade works, replacement

of fan coil units, lighting upgrades, small

power modifications and fire alarm

upgrades. We provided performance

design duties for the Cat B, fit-out works

for the office floors.

Loop Engineering have completed the

detailed design of the mechanical services

for this prestigious new office development

and retail building in the heart of London.

Works entailed new AC, ventilation

controls and smoke ventilation system.



Loop Engineering have undertaken the

phased restack of this 9 storey office block

in Central London for a high street banking

client. Works entailed electrical upgrade

works, lighting enhancements, mechanical

system upgrades and reconfigurations.

Loop Engineering have undertaken the

phased restack of this 8 storey office block

in Central London for a high street banking

client. Works entailed electrical upgrade

works, lighting enhancements, mechanical

system upgrades and reconfigurations.

Loop Engineering have undertaken

refurbishment of the 7th floor of 125

Colmore Row for a High Street Banking

Client. Works entailed new lighting, new

small power, supplementary AC systems.

We undertook performance design for

Sprinkler and Smoke detection works.

Services were provided for the new

Comms Room.

Loop Engineering have undertaken

refurbishment of the ground floor of the old

Cheltenham & Gloucester Head office

building in Barnwood, Gloucester. Works

entailed the phased restack of the floor to

accommodate Disaster recovery space.

The electrical services and lighting were

fully upgraded as part of these works.

Loop Engineering have completed the

design and site monitoring for the restack

of H&S’s London head office to allow

increased occupancy, more meeting

facilities and flexible workplace area. The

interior and exterior of the building are

listed. Works entailed M & E upgrade

works to accommodate the additional

occupants and meeting facilities.



Loop Engineering undertook site due

diligence studies to enable site selection

for swing space for HSBC within Krakow.

Loop undertook the site inspections and

undertook detailed design for the selected

office space in Galleria Kazimierz, works

entailed alterations to basebuild works and

the installation of a new lift.

Loop Engineering have undertaken the

phased restack of this 8 storey office block

in Central London for a high street banking

client. Works entailed electrical upgrade

works, lighting enhancements, mechanical

system upgrades and reconfigurations.

Loop Engineering have undertaken the

detailed design of the electrical services for

the 4th and 5th floors of this prestigious

development. Works included lighting and

small power works and introduction of new

Comms Room.

Loop were appointed to undertake the

detailed design of the Mechanical,

Electrical and Public Health Services for

Avaya in Guildford. The works included the

complete refurbishment of 2 full office

floors and the atrium (displacement

ventilation). New energy efficient lighting

and controls were installed and the AC and

Ventilation aware in parallel with shell and

core works being undertaken by the

Landlord.

Works included the conversion of a

basement carpark into offices and

workshops for the BBC. Loop Engineering

undertook the full MEP detailed design.

Coordination with the existing systems and

infrastructure was critical with the space

constraints. New life safety ventilation and

ductwork systems were installed through a

live facility.



£7M phased migration of live Tier 3 data

centre operations from central London site.

Data centre space was consolidated and

the converted space was refurbished as

offices. Scope included overhauling

existing HV turbine generators,

consolidation of UPS strings, resilience

upgrades to Trader floors and installation

of automatic load shedding system.

Loop Engineering were involved from the

outset, developing the initial clients

requirements and reviewing long-listed and

short listed sites using our Data Centre

Evaluation tool to allow an objective review

of the site provisions against the clients

engineering specifications. Loop

Engineering carried out detailed design

reviews, agreed temporary works,

undertook site supervision, and witnessed

commissioning, site acceptance testing

and Integrated System Testing and site

handovers.

Review of critical facilities across 18

countries in Europe, benchmarking

facilities against Bank’s requirements and

building classifications. Responsible for

identifying and tracking action items and

managing the dispensation process. This

included regular liaison with local

stakeholders to review progress and

provide technical support.

Resilience surveys undertaken for high

street banking client for 40+ critical sites,

reviewing services resilience against

building classifications.

Recommendations included planned plant

replacement strategies, resilience

upgrades, highlighting system limitations

and operating parameters.

A best-practise energy saving checklist

was developed to realise energy savings

through “Quick Wins” and short-term

payback activities. This framework was

rolled out across the European portfolio,

with site visits to discuss strategies with

local corporate real estate and IT

operations. A number of key operational

and energy efficiency measures where

combined to give a measure of the

maturity of the data centres and IT spaces

to allow benchmarking and encourage

improvements.



This project involved upgrading the existing

electrical and UPS infrastructure to provide

N+1 resilience to 20 Tech and Server

Rooms within these existing premises. The

brief entailed minimising disruption to the

existing operations and providing a cost

effective engineering solution. Loop

Engineering were appointed for the

electrical upgrade works.

Loop Engineering were appointed to

undertake the MEP design associated with

the resilience upgrades and IT

consolidations in Freshfields’ central

London offices. The project entailed

upgrading cooling to satellite equipment

rooms in Northcliff and Whitefriars

buildings to provide future-proofed PoE

infrastructure. The main UPS system was

upgraded to N+1 providing dual

distribution to key techrooms and the main

server room was reconfigured and reduced

in size.

Loop Engineering have undertaken

multiple projects on this site. Comms

Room upgrades to provide dual resilient

supplies to the cooling units. Separate

project to upgrade the desk power to the

first floor to support critical business

functions. Our role has entailed design

reviews and due diligence for the data

centres and benchmarking using our Data

Centre and Critical Facilities Evaluation

tool. Our reports have been used to assist

their strategic growth and provide

technical sales literature.

M&E consultancy support associated with

the fit-out of the new hall for a banking

client. Fit-out of new hosted Tier III 200kW

Data Hall. Loop Engineering were involved

from the outset, developing the initial

clients requirements and reviewing long-

listed and short listed sites using our Data

Centre Evaluation tool. Loop Engineering

then carried out detailed design reviews,

agreed temporary works, undertook site

Supervision.

£7M phased migration of live Tier 3 data

centre operations from central London site.

Data centre space was consolidated and

the converted space was refurbished as

offices. Site Works included: overhauling

existing HV turbine generators, UPS

consolidation, UPS upgrades to Trader

floors, installation of automatic load

shedding system.



Full MEP Design for new £40M+ 308 unit

residential development in West Drayton,

Greater London. The project includes the

development of 10 residential blocks, a

large common basement carpark and retail

units.

We were appointed for detailed design

duties up to Stage F1 producing fully

coordinated layouts for electrical,

mechanical, public health, and vertical

transportation services. The design will be

delivered in 3D using REVIT 2016.

The scheme is a 661 unit redevelopment

of the old Ram Brewery site in

Wandsworth. The design includes common

basement, with heating provided by CHP

and LTHW boilers. The residential units are

designed to CfSH Level 4. Kier London

appointed Loop Engineering to undertake

a comprehensive review of the contracted

Stage E MEP package consisting of over

900 drawings; specifications and strategy

documents to advise on coordination,

completeness of package, technical

design and buildability.

Full MEP Design for new 250 unit

residential development in Teddington,

Greater London. The project includes the

development of six residential blocks, a

large common double storey basement

carpark.

Loop Engineering carried out Construction

level design based on a full Revit model for

all service. The 3D tool proved to be very

useful for coordination purposes as well as

calculations and take-off schedules.

The massive redevelopment of the old 14-

acre BBC Whitecity campus to provide

950 new homes including 140 affordable

flats. The development is mixed use

including a hotel and retail units. Loop

Engineering were appointed by MJL to

undertake detailed design reviews of the

2no phases they were appointed for to

ensure that the Arup designs were fit-for-

purpose, technically sound and buildable.

This included detailed review of the

apartment cooling and heating and the

associated CIU and HIU cupboards and

metering strategies.

Concept and detailed MEP Design for new

circa £25M+ 120 unit residential

development in the heart of Angel, London.

The project included the development of

private and affordable apartments as well

underground car park with car lifts and on

site generator. The basement was directly

adjoining the underground tunnel which

added complication to the project. We

were appointed for detailed design duties

up to Stage F producing fully coordinated

layouts for electrical, mechanical, public

health, and vertical transportation services.



Loop Engineering have completed MEP

design duties associated with the critical

resilience upgrade works at Victory House

in Chatham in Kent. Multiple projects have

been completed over 2013 and 2014.

Works included UPS and Generator

Resilience works; live infrastructure

upgrades to critical systems; provision of

N+1 resilience to the Electrical systems;

CER Cooling upgrades; resilient power

supplies to CRACs and new UPS power

provision to critical office floors.

We provided Technical Due Diligence and

oversight for the upgrade of CISCO’s data

processing lab in Belgium. Works entailed

the installation of new in-row cooling units

with cold aisle containment. The existing

Chilled Water Systems were upgraded as

part of the works. Electrical resilience was

also enhanced with the addition of new

PDUs and rack power. The refurbishment

was undertaken in 4 phases with live

processing facilities remaining in place.

The project entailed the replacement of the

existing heating and hot water systems at

HSBC House in the Isle of Man. The

existing system had come to the end of life

with recurring maintenance issues and

access complications due to the existing

plant. Loop Engineering prepared drawings

and performance specifications for the

required mechanical systems and worked

with the contractors to develop detailed

proposals.

Loop Engineering have completed MEP

design duties associated with the critical

resilience upgrade works at Faryners

House in London which is a Disaster

Recovery site for a UK banking client.

Multiple projects have been completed

over 2013 and 2014, including UPS

upgrade& separation works on live

infrastructure; upgrades to provide N+1

resilience to the electrical systems

re-routing of water services from critical

electrical rooms providing new drip trays

and leak detection systems.

Loop Engineering have completed

comprehensive reviews and gap analysis

studies for the Middle Eastern operations

for a commercial client. The reviews

covered sites in Dubai, Egypt, Lebanon,

Kuwait, Bahrain, UAE, Oman and Qatar.



The building is located in Tower Bridge

area and consists of 85 rooms with all

modern amenities. Due to the location of

the building and increased air pollution, it is

not provided with openable windows. This

requirement imposed various challenges

during the design stage as the project had

to be fully compliant with Approved

Document Part F. Additionally, the ‘green’

wall along with the back garden proved to

be vary popular among the students.

Loop Engineering were employed to

undertake the heatloss and heat gain

calculations for this high end residential

development based in Paddington and

designed by Assael Architects. We

completed the calculations for the 335

apartments and complete the detailed

design and coordination of the 35 typical

apartments utilising REVIT in very tight

timeframes.

This exclusive street is home to some of

the worlds most expensive properties.

Loop Engineering are pleased to have

undertaken the Detailed Design of the

MEP services for this 850m2 property in

Kengiston, which entailed the conversion

of two large apartments into a single

residence with all the modern amenities

including AC.

6 storey Grade 2 Listed townhouse in

Westminster. Loop Engineering were

appointed to deliver the detail design for

the MEP services and VT services. There

were challenges relating to services

routing within this listed building and

introducing modern conveniences such as

air conditioning to all the rooms, underfloor

heating, sauna and steam room, catering

kitchen, modern bathrooms.

Property Value £18M

Located in this prime residential area of

London, adjacent Highgate School.

Loop Engineering were appointed to

undertake the complete refurbishment and

extension of this property, converting it into

flats and apartments finished to high

specification.



Detailed design for the conversion and

extension of a high end residential

properties (830m2) with the addition of

movie theatre, pool and gym facilities.

Project included high end finishes,

sophisticated AV systems and was full air

conditioned.

Project value £5M. Property Value £12.5M

Loop Engineering were engaged to

negotiate with landlord and utilities to

upgrade the site power supply to allow

introduction of new underfloor heating, AC,

AV and kitchen in a central London

penthouse.

Detailed design for the conversion and

extension of two high end residential

properties (800m2 each) with the addition

of movie theatre, pool and gym facilities.

New build property (1200m2) including

movie theatre, pool, gym and catering

facilities.

Project value £5M. Currently on the market

for £12.5M

6 storey Grade 1 Listed townhouse in

Westminster overlooking St James Park.

Loop Engineering provided scheme and

detail design for the MEP services and VT

services. Due to the listed nature of this

site, there were extensive discussions with

English Heritage to retain the integrity of

the existing building, yet introduce modern

conveniences such as Air Conditioning to

all the rooms, underfloor heating, sauna

and steam room, catering kitchen, modern

bathrooms. Currently on the market for

£25M

Project undertaken for Imperial Elite

Construction, including the complete

refurbishment and upgrade of a terraced

property to provide high end

accommodation with new steam room,

sauna and en-suite bathrooms.



Loop Engineering has been appointed as a MEP design and installation Verification Engineer on

the iconic Crossrail project. Crossrail is one of Europe's largest railway and infrastructure

construction projects and our role encompasses all the central stations. The verification role

involves quality checking of the contractors’ design and installations and their compliance with

engineering requirements, specifications and standards. This commission highlights our

experience in the rail sector and good understanding of technical auditing process. The

verification role involves quality checking of the contractors’ design and installations and their

compliance with engineering requirements, specifications and standards. This commission

highlights our experience in the rail sector and good understanding of technical auditing process.

Loop Engineering have been appointed to assist mechanical services contractor in a GRIP4 and

GRIP5 design for the new London Underground station at White Hart Lane. The project includes a

naturally ventilation ticket hall, mechanically ventilated staff areas and ticket office as well as a

Station Equipment Room (SER) with a cooling system in N+1 arrangement.



Full design of new 2000m2 basement

extension to include a new bar, new office

areas and back of house facilities. Project

entailed connections into existing Grade 1

listed building. Replacement of CHW and

Steam infrastructure including the

replacement of existing central plant.

Full design of mechanical, electrical and

public health services for the refurbishment

of the prestigious North Bar at Circle Level

of the Royal Albert Hall. The project entails

working with the constraints of a Grade 1

listed building including limitations on

internal extension to include a new bar,

new office areas and back of house

facilities. Project entailed connections into

existing Grade 1 listed building.

Replacement of CHW and Steam

infrastructure including the replacement of

existing central plant.

Loop Engineering undertook a technical

survey for a communal swimming pool at

Crown Lodge Residential Leisure Centre.

Existing operation of the swimming pool

systems and ventilation were analysed and

we identified potential enhancements to

the existing systems substantially

improving energy efficiency and reducing

energy consumption and running costs of

the pool.

This exciting project entails retrofitting

cooling to the circle tiers of this prestigious

world class venue. A displacement

ventilation system will be installed to

provide an vastly improved and

comfortable environment for the patrons.

Associated with these works we are also

upgrading the cooling capacity of the hall

by installing new roof top chillers. English

Heritage were consulted throughout the

planning process and a bespoke chiller

arrangement was selected to negate any

sight line issues.

Loop Engineering have successfully

completed MEP designs for a new

restaurant in High Street Kensington which

entailed lighting, fire alarm, small power,

kitchen ventilation design plus new AC and

ventilation within a constrained site.



Design of services and site supervision for

new health clubs in the UK (Bromley,

Moorgate, Southville) and feature lighting

design for European clubs (Hamburg,

Dusseldorf, Berlin and Koln).

Design and site supervision duties for the

5-star Westcliff hotel in Johannesburg.

Services included site infrastructure, small

power, internal and external lighting

design, guest television system, CCTV and

security system and fire alarm systems.

Loop Engineering were appointed to

provide a comprehensive performance

assessment of mechanical and electrical

services installed during the extension and

refurbishment works for this 708 room

hotel. For the purpose of the project Loop

investigated the quality of workmanship

and materials as well as the cost

associated with the works. Loop prepared

a thorough evaluation of the as-built

documentation and produced

recommendations on improving the day-to-

day operation of building services.

Electrical design of new wireless fire alarm

system for Grade 1 listed premises; Design

of feature lighting for entrance areas and

fire alarm replacements.

We were involved in the design of MEP

services for the 110 room Biggin Hill hotel

with a large reception room and a

restaurant. The hotel was located near the

airport and the design of ventilation system

needed to take this specific location into

account.The services design also needed

to accommodate for the offsite pre-

fabricated bathroom pods which aimed to

accelerate the construction programme.

Therefore, the design from the early stage

had be very accurate and fully

coordinated.



£25M new laboratory and teaching facility in London. Scope included the

complete electrical design including main distribution, LV distribution,

small power, specialist and standard lighting design, lighting and daylight

linked blind control, fire alarms, public address, access control and

lightning protection.

The new facility included Cat 3 research laboratories, lecture theatre,

open-plan work areas for students, exhibition and meeting spaces, and a

new Canteen.

Loop Engineering undertook the Mechanical, Electrical, Public Health,

Acoustic, Fire Engineering and Vertical transportation duties for the

National Union of Students’ new London office in Grays Inn Road.

Works included complete refurbishment of an existing building (Lower

Ground to 4th Floor), construction of an additional 5th floor, construction

of new plant area targeting BREEAM Excellent.

Loop Engineering have completed the Mechanical and Public Health

services design and consultancy duties, for the new Food Hall and

Catering facilities for the Samuel Ward Academy in London.

An integrated approach was taken to the heating, cooling and ventilation

design by incorporating high efficiency fresh air units with integral VRF

coils and heat recovery, controlled on CO2. This resulted in reduced

capital outlay, whilst providing a high efficiency system that can respond

quickly to occupancy changes.



M&E shell and core and fit-out works for high

street branches and associated office space.

Development of Employer’s Requirements and

review of Contractors proposals for new retail

outlets in Lyon, Rome and Trieste.

M&E fit-out for Santander property off Oxford

street, London. Works included electrical and

lighting upgrades and introduction of new UPS

and cooling systems.

Team members also have extensive experience

in the development of new shopping centres and

retail fit-out. Clients include Boots, Woolworths

and others.



Loop Engineering have undertaken a

number of MEP, VT and Fire Strategy

reviews for the client.

We have completed the design of

replacement Boiler systems for the

Residential, Teaching and Administration

blocks. Works also included the

replacement of the Central Chillers.

Loop Engineering undertook the MEP

design associated with the replacement of

the central heating systems, all pumps and

flues. Works also included replacement of

the roof mounted air-handling plant. Scope

was for performance design, review of

contractors proposals and site

supervision.

Loop Engineering undertook the design of

a replacement VRF system for the Family

Court facilities at the Bury St Edmunds

Court Facilities. Scope was for

performance design, review of contractors

proposals and site supervision.

Loop Engineering undertook the MEP

design of the replacement LV

infrastructure; replacement fire alarm

system; AHU ductwork upgrades

associated with revised fire strategy.

Scope was for performance design, review

of contractors proposals and site

supervision.

Loop were appointed as the Principal

Designers for the replacement of heating

and domestic hot systems for the Kent

Wing, Segregation Block and Chapel.

Works entailed interfacing with aged

pipework systems and designing the works

to minimise any disruption to the site

operations.





• Mechanical engineering

• Electrical engineering

• Public health engineering

• Vertical transportation

• Energy Strategies

• MEP Project Management

• Due Diligence

• Site Selection

• Maintenance Reviews (SFG20)

• Employer's requirements definition

• Value engineering

• Whole life evaluation

• Full 3D capability (REVIT 2016)

Loop Engineering offers a full and complete design

service for building services - design of mechanical,

electrical and public health (MEP) engineering systems

in buildings of all types and across all engineering

sectors.



• Obtain a detailed understanding of the clients

requirements and real estate strategy include

lease durations, expansion opportunities and

their operational and business demands

• Obtain and review desktop information

• Undertake detailed site reviews

• Prepare reports on the existing/ planned

infrastructure, site advantages disadvantages,

highlight limitations and opportunities

• Reports including review of existing installed

plant capacities, age and condition and

appropriateness for client’s plans

• Benchmarking of facilities against existing or

other potential properties

• Presentation to the client and discuss options

• Negotiations with Landlords team

• Develop Heads of Terms and subsequent

lease agreements

This is a service valued by our clients as it ensures that

the right properties and buildings are selected based on

their personalised requirements. We have undertaken

due diligence reviews for our clients across Europe,

Middle East and Africa.



• Site Characteristics

• Architectural/ Structural

• Mechanical

• Electrical

• Emergency Generation & Support

• Fire Protection

• Building Controls

• Public Health

• IT & Communications

• Security

• Lifts

• Sustainability

• FM

Loop Engineering have developed a building evaluation

and benchmarking tool to compare and score different

sites based on the clients specifications and

requirements. This allowed to develop databases of site

capacities and provisions for benchmarking. We have

undertaken 100+ surveys for our clients across the UK,

Europe, Middle East and Africa.



We aim to provide consulting services in renewable

energy and sustainability to optimise our electrical and

mechanical services. This includes solar design; low

carbon consulting (including SBEM calculations, Part L

compliance, energy efficiency and renewable

technologies), energy audits; IES modelling; SAP

calculations; energy management strategy and energy-

efficient design. Energy is an essential consideration in

building services engineering and is considered in

everything we do. We also offer our clients advice on

how to save energy within their existing premises and

facilities.

• Site Characteristics

• Energy saving quick win programmes

• Data Centre quick win programmes

• Renewables assessments

• Whole life cost reviews

• Building Modelling in IES and Hevacomp

• SAP and SBEM Assessments

• LEED Assessments

• BREEAM assessments



We regularly undertake detailed condition surveys

of Mechanical, Electrical and PH services for our

clients, providing detailed reports and

recommendations on age and condition of plant,

maintenance provisions, life expectancy and

system efficiencies.

We also undertake specific dilapidation surveys at

the end of tenancies or to assist in Landlord /

Tenant lease negotiations.

As part of these surveys and investigations we are

also able to review the efficiency of the existing

MEP plant and proposed energy saving options and

initiatives.

We are able to offer advice on renewable

technologies such as photo-voltaic, biomass

heating, wind generation and ground source heat

pumps; and energy saving options such as free

cooling optimisation, BMS upgrades, lighting

controls, voltage optimisation, power factor

correction etc.



Loop Engineering follow the BIM Level 2 process for planning, design, construction and

management of buildings on a number of projects e.g. West Drayton Development, the Royal Albert

Hall and Teddington Riverside projects.

There are clear benefits of applying the BIM process in to the design such as precise multi-

disciplinary coordination, continuous transparency through the design as well as early clash

detection that mainly benefits the contractors and eventually the client and facility managers.

We utilise network licences for REVIT2016 and employ a number of degree qualified, full time

modelers with mechanical, electrical and public health engineering background.

Our in-house modelers use Autodesk Revit2016 software for single discipline environment

modelling, CadMEP and Navisworks to generate fully coordinated models. We use a plug-in

software MagiCad for pipework, ductwork, cable calculations, detailed load assessment as well as

hydraulic and acoustic calculations. The models are developed to L300 level of development as

specified by the American Institute of Architects.



To ensure that premises continue to operate

efficiently it is necessary to review operational

parameters, processes and system loads on a

regular basis to ensure systems are operating as

efficiently as possible.

• Site Characteristics

• Developing Capital Plant Replacement 

strategies (BRE, CIBSE Guide M)

• Re-commissioning of key services 

infrastructure

• Review of critical spares

• Auditing of FM site operations

• Development of standard operating and 

emergency operating procedures 

(SOP/EOPs)



Loop Engineering provide embedded resident engineering

services to corporate organisations, private and public

organisations, working closely with in-house technical and non-

technical staff to meet the demands of their changing business;

advising on statutory compliance requirements; and strategic

environmental and energy saving objectives.

In this role, Loop Engineering has also been responsible for

developing and revising engineering standards and

specifications for a number of organisations and providing an

“Assurance” role.

Due to the technical expertise, commitment and understanding

of Clients’ organisations, Loop Engineering regularly provide

Technical Strategic Assurance for clients across Europe,

Middle East and Africa.



• Fire Services

• Acoustic

• Vertical Transportation

• Structural design

• BMS Reviews

• Commissioning Management

• BREEAM and LEED Assessments



IES building performance simulation tool

Bentley Hevacomp mechanical and energy modelling software 

Amtech electrical design software

DIALux lighting design

Relux light simulation tool 

6Sigma CFD software 

Autodesk ACAD CAD software

Autodesk Revit and BIM (Building Information Modelling)



Loop Engineering offers the following levels of 

insurance cover for professional consulting services.



JULIAN BARKER

Julian has comprehensive knowledge of commercial, retail,

laboratory, leisure, banking and residential projects. He is a

Chartered Engineer with over twenty years of experience in the

construction industry. He is a member of CIBSE and the

Institution of Engineering Technology (IET).

Julian has delivered a mixture of new and refurbishment

projects, including data facilities, high density office space,

hotels and retail projects. These projects have been from initial

concept design through to project close-out.

Julian is experienced in managing the delivery of small to large

M&E projects including multi disciplinary teams He has

demonstrated the ability to coordinate the inputs of internal and

external parties, to ensure the successful completion of

projects.

He enjoys working on challenging and technical projects Julian

seeks to develop lasting relationships with clients by ensuring

that projects are delivered consistently to a high standard, and

by understanding the client’s business and operational

objectives Julian offers a balanced commercial and technical

approach to problem solving and project delivery.

BSc Eng,CEng, MCIBSE, MIET, Pr.Eng, Hons. BCom

http://www.linkedin.com/in/julian-barker-1049ba4


Marcin is a Chartered Professional Engineer with a wide range

of experience in complex and challenging building engineering

and construction projects Marcin has proven leadership and

design skills and has a proactive, dynamic, and logical attitude

to problem solving He is committed to delivering high quality

projects to programme and cost plans.

Marcin has extensive experience in the rail, commercial, retail,

residential, and leisure sectors He has recently led the

mechanical design team for the London Bridge Quarter

development which included the new rail station, 10 000 m 2

concourse, and over 70 retail units.

He also led the mechanical systems design on the music

venues IndigO 2 and British Music Experience as well as the 25

m below ground Crossrail Bond Street Station.

As a CIBSE Low Carbon Consultant, Marcin’s passion is the

design of energy efficient systems in new and refurbished

buildings which need to meet the Building Regulations

requirements in terms of CO 2 emissions He brings this

comprehensive skill set and experience to all our projects.

MARCIN SILINSKI
MSc, CEng, MCIBSE, Low Carbon Consultant

linkedin.com/in/marcin-silinski

http://www.linkedin.com/in/marcin-silinski-a399b445
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